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FROM THE EDITOR 

LIVE: New Military Embedded
Systems website
JOHN MCHALE, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR 
 

Our new website and new URL: MilitaryEmbedded.com

are now live. We are very excited. A big thank you to our

development team, production team, and editorial staff

for bringing our new online home together. Check out

some highlights and key categories below and then

browse away.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

 SPECIAL REPORT 

Tackling the AI paradox at the tactical
edge
EMMA HELFRICH, ASSOCIATE EDITOR
 

Artificial intelligence (AI), as the general public

understands it, is frequently associated with alluring –

and sometimes alarming – ideas of talking robots,

champion chess-playing computers, and sentient

technology humans shouldn’t trust. In the defense

industry, however, AI is on the path to becoming a loyal

companion to the warfighter and manufacturers alike. As

technology progresses, so does the range of defense

capabilities that AI could not only supplement, but

eventually manage.
 

Read More +
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View Product

SPONSORED PRODUCT

 
LCR Embedded
Systems

VPX Backplanes: Custom
and standard profiles for
demanding defense
applications

View Product

SPONSORED PRODUCT

 
Curtiss-Wright

DuraMAR 6300

View Product

SPONSORED PRODUCT

 
Pentek

Record signals of interest
with ArchiTek FPGA
Development Suite

 

TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

Contested space, small sats, and the
gamble on COTS in space
JOHN MCHALE, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR 
 

Contested space, where nations compete for military

dominance outside Earth’s atmosphere, is driving many

military space platforms, but commercial space and small

satellites continue to change the way the military

suppliers of space electronics approach radiation-

hardened component design from testing to deployment.
 

Read More +

 

 

 

 

INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT 

New era of space-based computing is
underway
SALLY COLE, SENIOR EDITOR 
 

It’s happening: Space-based computing that can enable

artificial intelligence, data analytics, cloud networking,

and advanced satellite communications within a

software-defined satellite architecture.
 

Read More +
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Milpower Source

Introducing Milpower
Source’s M4054 SERIES 3U
VPX VITA 62 800W DC/DC
POWER SUPPLY

View Product
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Pixus Technologies

Enclosure Systems &
Chassis Managers Geared
for SOSA/OpenVPX
Development

View Product
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Annapolis Micro
Systems

Ultra-Low Latency DRFM-
Optimized Mezzanine Cards

 

UNIVERSITY UPDATE 

Birds on the battlefield: Research into
"living network nodes" for contested
zones
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
 

Trained animals – including birds of prey and even dogs

– may play a role in helping military forces manage

mobile networks on the battlefield and in risky areas,

according to a team of researchers at the U.S. Navy’s

Naval Postgraduate School (NPS – Monterey, California).
 

Read More +
 

 

 

GIVING BACK 

Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of
America
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR 
 

Each issue, the editorial staff of Military Embedded

Systems will highlight a different charitable organization

that benefits the military, veterans, and their families. We

are honored to cover the technology that protects those

who protect us every day. To back that up, our parent

company – OpenSystems Media – will make a donation

to every group we showcase on this page. 
 

Read More +
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ACCES I/O

mPCIe-DIO Series: PCI
Express Mini Cards for Easy
and Flexible Digital I/O
Expansion

View Product
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Pico Electronics

Miniature High Input DC-DC
Converters

 

MIL TECH TRENDS 

Saving power and system cost with
commercial parts qualified for space
applications
KEN O'NEILL, MICROCHIP TECHNOLOGY
 

Organizations purchasing satellites are on a perpetual

quest to extract ever-increasing value from space assets:

We see operators of imaging satellites seeking higher

image resolution, faster frame rates, finer channel

resolution, and more channels to enable advanced

multispectral and hyperspectral imaging.
 

Read More +
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Pico Electronics

Ultra Miniature Audio
Transformers
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Elma Electronic

Highly Rugged, Field-
Deployable ATRs & SFF
Enclosures with Address
Innovative I/O & SWaP
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SPONSORED WHITE PAPER

Advancements in High Reliability
Interconnection Systems:
Miniaturization of Connectors for the
New High Speed Digital Electronics
OMNETICS CONNECTOR CORPORATION
 

This white paper reviews the improvements and changes

needed to serve a very rapid demand for modernized

interconnection and wiring systems that serve the new

electronic applications in defense, space satellites and

portable electronic systems.
 

Read More +
 

 

SPONSORED WHITE PAPER

Achieving Reliability to Match
Capability
ABACO SYSTEMS
 

Each new defense platform asks more from embedded

electronics. Designers respond with faster processors,

more processors, more sensors, and faster interconnects

These leaps in embedded capability carry with them

expanding complexity. Every new component is another

potential point of failure. What does that do to mission

reliability?
 

Read More +
 

 

 

 

SPONSORED WHITE PAPER

High Performance Edge Computing -
The Frontier for Supercomputing and
Acceleration
EUROTECH
 

High Performance Edge Computing (HPEC) means

bringing high-performance computing capabilities -

typically found in data center infrastructures - into

hardware systems deployable at the edge, where

environmental conditions are typically harsh.
 

Read More +
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SURVEY

Enter to Win a $100 Amazon Gift Card
NVENT SCHROFF

Calling All Design, Systems, Software, Electrical, Mechanical Engineers, Engineering Managers,

and OEMs. We'll reward you for your feedback!

Take Survey +

 

 

 

 
SOSA and VITA: Enabling Open Standards for Improved Capability

 

Sponsored by: Annapolis Micro Systems, EPIQ Solutions, Pentek, TE Connectivity 
Date: June 24, 2:00 p.m. ET 

REGISTER NOW
 

For addi t ional  Webcasts,  check out the Broadcast Archive.
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